*Required for ALL Licenses*

Provide a detailed description of how the applicant proposes to ensure cannabis is transported securely. If the applicant will not transport cannabis they must state that they will be contracting for transportation.

Will the entity be (must check one):

- Transporting cannabis
- Contracting for transport of cannabis

*Required for Distributor Licenses*

What are the entity’s security plans related to transportation? Provide details, for example:

- How will cannabis be loaded and/or unloaded at the premise
- What will be done to prevent diversion and ensure product safety
- What methods will be used to safeguard cannabis products from contamination or degradation during transport
- How will the shipment be tracked - provide detail regarding Shipping Manifest practices
- If transporting product off site to another licensed location, will a Shipping Manifest be utilized
- How will the applicant verify that licenses are active when performing licensee-to-licensee transfers. What documentation will be verified
- What methods will be employed to verify shipper’s licenses (license to transport)